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L L. Lao, et al. 
ROTATIONAL AND MAGNETIC SHEAR STABILIZATION OF MAGNETOHYDRODYNAMIC 

MODES AND TURBULENCE IN DIII-D HIGH PERFORMANCE DISCHARGES 

ABSTRACT 

The confinement and the stability properties of the DIII-D tokamak [Plasma Phys. and 
Contrl. Nucl. Fusion Research, 1986 (International Atomic Energy Agency, Vienna, 1987), 
Vol. 1, p. 1591 high performance discharges are evaluated in terms of rotational and magnetic 
shear with emphasis on the recent experimental results obtained from the negative central mag- 
netic shear (NCS) experiments. In NCS discharges, a core transport barrier is often observed to 
form inside the NCS region accompanied by a reduction in core fluctuation amplitudes. 
Increasing negative magnetic shear contributes to the formation of this core transport barrier, but 
by itself is not sufficient to fully stabilize the toroidal drift mode (trapped-electron-qi mode) to 
explain this formation. Comparison of the Doppler shift shear rate to the growth rate of the qi 
mode suggests that the large core EXB flow shear can stabilize this mode and broaden the region 
of reduced core transport . Ideal and resistive stability analysis indicates the performance of 
NCS discharges with strongly peaked pressure profiles is limited by the resistive interchange 
mode to low PN I 2.3. This mode is insensitive to the details of the rotational and the magnetic 
shear profiles. A new class of discharges which has a broad region of weak or slightly negative 
magnetic shear (WNS) is described. The WNS discharges have broader pressure profiles 
and higher p values than the NCS discharges together with high confinement and high fusion 
reactivity. 
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I. INTRODUCTION AND MOTIVATION 

Advanced plasma configurations with good confinement, improved stability at high p, and 
large fraction of well aligned bootstrap current have the potential to provide a compact and 
economically attractive fusion reactor. One of the leading scenarios for steady state advanced 
tokamak operation is the negative central magnetic shear (NCS) configuration. * y 2  In this paper, 
we identify two of the key elements favorable for stability and confinement commonly found in 
the high performance discharges in the Doublet 111-D (DIII-D) tokamak,3 magnetic shear and 
ExB flow shear, and discuss their stabilization roles in the performance of these discharges with 
emphasis on the recent experimental results obtained from the NCS experiments. Here, E and B 
denote the electric and the magnetic field, the magnetic shear is defined as s = p q'(p)/q, q is the 
safety factor, and p the plasma normalized radius. 

In these experiments, low confinement mode (L-mode) and high confinement mode 
(H-mode) NCS discharges are reproducibly obtained by injecting neutral beams very early in the 
current ramp of a low density target p l a ~ m a . ~  Strong peaking of ion temperature, Ti, and plasma 
toroidal rotation frequency, a+, are often observed in the negative magnetic shear region as a 
consequence of the formation of an internal transport barrier.5 In discharges with an L-mode 
edge, in addition to peaking of Ti and a+, strong peaking of plasma electron density, ne, is also 
observed.6 This strong increase in central ne, but not Ti, is also observed in the tokamak fusion 
test reactor (TFTR)' NCS discharges8 and has previously been observed in the DIII-D high pp 

discharges9 which have a weak central magnetic shear with q(0) > 2. Because of their large 
central Ti and pressure, both L- and H-mode NCS discharges have high fusion reactivity.l* 

In this paper, we examine the roles that magnetic shear and ExB flow shear play in the 
formation of the core transport barrier in the DIII-D NCS discharges. It has been 
suggested271 1712 that stabilization of toroidal drift mode (trapped-electron-qi mode) by NCS may 
lead to improved core confinement. Increasing negative central magnetic shear contributes to the 
formation of the core transport barrier. However, while detailed comparison of the toroidal drift 
mode stability with our experimental data indicates some stabilizing effects, this stabilization is 
insufficient to explain the width of the region of reduced core transport. Comparison of the 
Doppler shift shear rate to the growth rate of this mode shows that the strong increase of core 
ExB flow shear during the transport bamer formation is sufficient to stabilize this mode and 
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likely plays a role in broadening the region of reduced core transport. The measured reduction in 
the core fluctuation level is consistent with the calculated stabilization of the mode. 

The reduced transport inside the NCS region can lead to discharges with very peaked 
pressure profiles p(O)/(p) > 5, which almost always disrupt when PN reaches values of 2.0 to 2.5. 
Here, PN E p~/(Ip/aB) (9% -m-TMA) is the normalized beta, p(0) and (p) denote the central and 
the average plasma pressure, PT is the plasma toroidal beta, Ip is the plasma current, B is the 
vacuum toroidal magnetic field at the geometric center of the last closed flux surface, and a is the 
minor radius of the last closed flux surface. The disruptions are preceded by a fast growing 
rotating magnetic precursor with toroidal mode number n =1 and a growth time = 0.1-0.3 ms, 
which approaches ideal time scales. Ideal and resistive stability of these NCS plasmas are 
studied using the GAT013 and the MARS14 codes with both experimentally reconstructed as 
well as simulated equilibria. The termination event cannot be explained by a simple picture of 
instability to an ideal n = 1 mode. The value of critical PN unstable to the ideal n = 1 mode is 
10-20% above the experimental values. The termination is likely the outcome of a resistive 
interchange instability coupling to more global modes such as the double tearing mode or the 
ideal modes. 

In these DIII-D NCS experiments, a new class of discharges which have a broad region of 
weak or slightly negative magnetic shear (WNS) has also been developed. It is characterized by 
a broader pressure profile with p(O)/(p) - 3. These discharges have good confinement, high 
fusion reactivity, large fraction of bootstrap current, but higher P values than NCS discharges. 
Values of PN > 4.5 and H > 3.5 have been obtained in these discharges which are among the 
highest values achieved by an H- or a very high confinement mode (VH-mode) discharge in 
DIII-D. Here, H = ZE/ZITER-~~P is the confinement enhancement factor, ZE is the plasma 
experimental global energy confinement time, and TITER-89P is the predicted L-mode energy 
confinement time based on the ITER-89P confinement scaling calculation. l5 

The role of magnetic and ExB flow shears in the formation of the core transport barrier is 
examined in Section I1 together with a discussion of the density fluctuation measurements. In 
Section 111, the magnetohydrodynamic (MHD) stability of NCS discharges is examined. In 
Section IV, WNS discharges are discussed. A summary of the results is given in Section V. 
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I I .  CORE TRANSPORT BARRIER FORMATION 
IN NCS DISCHARGES 

One of the defining characteristics of high performance DIII-D NCS discharges is the 
strong peaking of Ti and in the negative shear region. This is illustrated in Fig. l(a-c). 
Starting from a low target density ne - 1 x 1019 m-3 discharge, 4.6 MW of neutral beam power is 
injected into the plasma early in the current ramp phase starting at 300 ms. This delays the 
inductive current penetration into the plasma core and results in a NCS plasma with qo - qmin > 0 
as shown in Fig. l(b). Here, qo and qmin are the axial and the minimum safety factor. The q 
profile is reconstructed from equilibrium analysis using internal magnetic field line pitch angle 
measurements from a 16-channel Motional Stark Effect (MSE) system16 and the EFIT code.17 
As illustrated in Fig. l(c), shortly after the current flat-tops at 1 s, Ti inside the NCS region at p 
- 0.15 and 0.3 increases sharply preceded by a rise in qo - qmin. An almost simultaneous rise of 
i2+ is also observed in the same region. The sharpest rise occurs in the region where the negative 
magnetic shear is strong. The beam power PNB is held constant at 4.6 MW. During this phase, 
the central electron temperature Te(0) increases from 2.5 to 4.0 keV. The change in ne is small. 
As shown in Fig. l(b), this formation of the core transport barrier also leads to an increase in the 
global energy confinement time as measured by the ratio of TE/TITER-89p. This core transport 
barrier formation is independent of the edge transport barrier formed after the discharge makes a 
transition into the H-mode phase around 1.31 s as shown in Fig. l(b). 

Increasingly negative magnetic shear contributes to the formation of this core transport 
barrier. This is illustrated by comparing two discharges shown in Fig. 1. This second discharge 
shown in Figs. l(d) through l(f) has parameters similar to the one show in Fig. l(a-c) but is 
injected with a slightly smaller amount of beam power PNB = 4.2 M W .  This results in a weaker 
negative magnetic shear in the plasma core as indicated by a smaller value of qo - qmin shown in 
Fig. l(e). As shown in Fig. l(f), Ti only increases weakly in this case prior to the onset of the 
H-mode at 1.31 s.. 

The strong increase in Ti and Q+ in the negative magnetic shear region is illustrated in 
Fig. 2(a-c) where the Ti, a$, and q profiles are shown for the discharge in Fig. l(a-c). Profiles 
from three times are shown; before the formation of the core transport barrier during the 
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0.0 0.5 1 .o 1.5 

t "I r/a - 0.15 

0.0 0.5 1 .o 1.5 
Time (s) 

FIG. 1. Comparison of temporal evolution of two NCS discharges with different magnetic shears 
and slightly different beam powers 84736 and 84722. (a) Plasma current I p  and injected neutral 
beam power, PNB for 84736; (b) difference between axial safety factor and minimum safety factor 
qo - h i , ,  and energy confinement time normalized with respect to the L-mode ITER-89P scaling 
%E/%ITER-g9p for 84736; (c) ion temperatures Ti at various radii for 84736; (d) plasma current Ip  
and injected neutral beam power, PNB for 84722; (e) difference between axial safety factor and 
minimum safety factor qo - qmin and energy confinement time normalized with respect to the 
L-mode ITER-89P scaling TE/TImR-89p for 84722; and (f) ion temperatures Ti at various radii for 
84722. 

L-mode, time t = 1.0 s; after the formation of the transport barrier still during the L-mode, time 
t = 1.2 s; and during the H-mode time, t = 1.4 s. There is an additional large increase of T i  and 
Q4 across the entire profile at t = 1.4 s, as expected from the edge transport barrier formation 
after the H-mode transition around 1.3 1 s. 
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84736,01000,01200,01400 
I .  . 

I I 
0.0 0.4 0.8 

p (normalized radius) 

FIG. 2. Comparison of radial profiles of (a) ion temperature, (b) toroidal rotation 
frequency, and (c) safety factor for discharge 84736 at the L-mode time 1.0 s 
before the transport barrier formation (chain-dashed curves), at the L-mode time 
1.2 s after the transport barrier formation (solid curves and solid circles), and at 
the H-mode time 1.4 s (dashed curves and open circles). 

As expected, the sharp rise of T i  in the plasma core implies a significant reduction in the 
transport. We compare the thermal diffusivites calculated from time-dependent power balance 
analysis in Fig. 3. In the region p < 0.5, there is a significant reduction of the ion thermal 
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FIG. 3. Comparison of ion and electron thermal diffusivities xi and & at the L-mode time 1.0 s (solid circles) before 
the transport barrier formation, at the L-mode time 1.2 s (ope; triangles) after the formation, and at the H-mode 
time 1.4 s (open circles) after the formation. The standard neoclassical ion thermal diffusivity xneo is shown in 
dashed curve. 

diffusivity Xi. This reduction of Xi is continuous after the formation of the core transport barrier 
near time t = 1.03 s. Around p - 0.3 where the negative magnetic shear is strong, Xi is reduced 
to near the neoclassical value. In this region, the uncertainty in the determination of Xi is large 
since ion thermal conduction loss only represents a small fraction of the beam input power. 
Inside p 5 0.15, where the ion poloidal gyroradius becomes comparable to the Ti gradient scale 
length and the ion banana width becomes comparable to the radial distance from the magnetic 
axis, the standard neo-classical approximation becomes inaccurate and over-estimates the ion 
thermal diffusivity. The electron thermal diffusivity, xe, is also reduced in the negative magnetic 
shear region, although not as dramatically as Xi. Both xi and xe in the plasma outer region p > 
0.8 are reduced in the H-mode phase due to the formation of the edge transport barrier. 

Although increasing the level of negative magnetic shear contributes to the formation of the 
core transport barrier, detailed kinetic stability analyses using the FULL code,l8 with 
experimentally reconstructed equilibria and measured profiles as inputs, suggest that stabilization 
effect of the toroidal drift mode (trapped-electron-qi mode) by negative central magnetic shear is 
not sufficient to explain the core transport barrier formation. In Fig. 4, the growth rates of the 
Ili mode, 'Yqi, at the two timeslices before and after the formation of the core transport barrier at 
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,O 0.8 
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+= 
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0.0 I . I  d I I 
0.0 0.2 0.4 0.8 

P 
FIG. 4. Comparison of the growth rates of the toroidal drift mode (trapped-electron-Ti mode), yqi, 
before the formation of the core transport barrier at 1.0 s (solid circles) and after the formation 
(open circles) at 1.2 s. The region of reduced thermal diffusivity x is also shown. 

t = 1.0 s and t = 1.2 s for the discharge shown in Fig. l(a-c) are compared. These calculations 
are done with S2+ = 0, kepi = 0.47, a carbon impurity species and a Maxwellian beam species. 
Although the stable zone expands from p - 0.18 at t = 1.0 s to p - 0.28 at t = 1.2 s, it is not 
sufficient to fully explain the width of the region of transport reduction, which extends to p = 0.5 
as shown in Fig. 3. Kinetic stability analysis at the timeslice t = 1.2 s using a simulated 
monotonic q profile indicates that the negative central magnetic shear does contribute to the 
stabilization of the toroidal drift mode. Without the negative central shear, the stable zone is 
found to shrink from p - 0.28 to p - 0.2. 

The reduction of transport over the region observed is consistent with stabilization of 
microturbulence from ExB flow shear. As shown in Fig. 2(b), strong peaking of S2+ is observed 
inside the negative shear area as the core transport barrier is formed. This together with the rise 
of poloidal rotation leads to a strong increase of ExB flow shear, d/dp (E,/RBe),19 in the plasma 
core. The effects of the ExB flow shear on the stabilization of the toroidal drift mode is 
estimated by comparing the Doppler shift shear rate, YE = (p/q) d/dp (Er/RBe)?o to the growth 
rate of the mode, Yqi . The results of that comparison are summarized in Fig. 5.  Here, Er is the 
radial component of E, R is the major radius, and Be is the poloidal magnetic field. Before the 
formation of the core transport barrier at t = 1.0 s, the two rates are comparable. After the 
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FIG. 5. Comparison of the growth rates of the toroidal drift mode (trapped-electron-qi mode), y i ,  (dashed 
curves) before the formation of the core transport barrier at 1.0 s and after the formation at 1.2 s to the 
Doppler shift shear rate 'YE = (p/q) a/ap (EJRBe) (solid curves). The region of reduced thermal diffusivity 
x is also shown. 

formation of the barrier at t = 1.2 s, 'YE significantly exceeds 'Yqi in the region where reduced 
transport is observed. From these results, we conclude that stabilization of microturbulence by 
ExB flow shear is the leading candidate to explain reduced core transport in these NCS 
discharges. 

A reduction of core turbulence following the formation of core transport barrier is indicated 
from density fluctuation measurements from the far infrared (FIR) scattering diagnostic. A clear 
reduction in the core fluctuations is observed. A comparison of scattered spectra between a NCS 
discharge and a monotonic q H-mode discharge shows that after the L-H transition, fluctuations 
are strongly suppressed over the entire plasma volume in the NCS discharge, whereas the core 
fluctuations clearly remain in the monotonic q H-mode discharge. Initial density fluctuation 
measurements from both the beam emission spectroscopy (BES) system and the inside launch 
reflectometry system (utilizing the left hand cutoff) indicate that broadband turbulent fluctuation 
levels are at or below the system noise levels inside the negative central shear region of NCS 
discharges. This reduction of fluctuation amplitude in the region of reduced transport is 
consistent with ExB flow shear stabilization of turbulence. 
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111. MHD STABILITY OF NCS DISCHARGES 

The reduced core transport inside the negative shear region can lead to NCS discharges 
with very peaked pressure profiles p(O)/(p) > 5, which often disrupt when PN reaches 2.0 to 2.5 
over a range of qmin values, 1.3 I qmin I 3.3. A NCS discharge with an L-mode edge which 
disrupts when PN - 2, p(O)/(p) - 5.7, and qmin - 2.1 is shown in Fig. 6 . The disruption is 
preceded by a fast growing rotating magnetic precursor with toroidal mode number n = 1 and a 
growth time y-1 = 0.1-0.3 ms, which approaches ideal time scales. This termination event cannot 
be explained by a simple picture of instability to an ideal n = 1 mode. Ideal stability analysis 
computed using the GAT0 code13 and equilibrium reconstructed experimentally from MSE and 
kinetic profile data shows that the discharge is stable to the n = 1 mode with a conducting wall at 
the DIII-D vessel. The value of critical PN unstable to the ideal n = .1 mode is 1040% above the 
experimental value. 

Since these discharges are found to be stable to ideal modes, we examine the resistive 
stability of NCS discharges against the n = 1 modes using the MARS codeJ4 with both 
experimentally reconstructed as well as simulated equilibria. Two types of resistive modes have 
been identified: double tearing modes and resistive interchange modes. Double tearing modes 
have a global mode structure that extends across the plasma and may be stabilized by plasma 
rotation. Resistive interchange modes have a mode structure localized around the inner rational q 
surface and cannot be stabilized by plasma rotation. 

87009 l,o m I 400 

0 

-400- I I I 
1.681 1.682 1.683 

Time (s) 

FIG. 6. Time traces of normalized beta PN and neutron yield RDD for L-mode NCS discharge 87009 
showing a disruption preceded by a fast growing rotating n = 1 magnetic precursor. 
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Stability to resistive interchange modes is sensitive to the pressure profile peakedness and 
only depends weakly on the values of qfi,,. These dependencies are illustrated in Fig. 7 where 
the stability boundary against the n = 1 resistive interchange mode is shown in terms of PN and 
p(O)/(p) . The stability boundary is evaluated using a sequence of simulated NCS equilibria. 
These simulated equilibria are computed with qo = qfin + 1, pqfin - 0.5, 1.1 S qmin I 2.5, q95 - 
5.1, K = 1.8,6 = 0.7, and A = 2.5. Here, pqfin is the normalized radius of qmin, q95 is the safety 
factor at 95% of the enclosed poloidal flux, A, K, and 6 are the aspect ratio, elongation, and 
triangularity of the plasma poloidal cross section. As shown in Fig. 7, the stable PN values 
decrease rapidly with increasing values of p(O)/(p) . At p(O)/(p) > 4.5, the stable PN becomes 
less than 2.3. The boundary varies only weakly with qmin as shown in the inset. The weak 
dependence on qmin is consistent with the experimentally observed disruptions. Also shown in 
Fig. 7 is the stability boundary against the n = 1 ideal mode calculated with GAT013 which is 
20-30% above the resistive interchange boundary. The ideal stability boundary is evaluated with 
a conducting wall located at 1.3 a. 

0.0 
0 

I \ .  

H-mode H-mode 

'L-mode 
0 Resistive Interchange - 

4 8 
P(O)/<P> 

FIG. 7. Critical stable normalized beta PN against the n = 1 resistive interchange mode (open circl s) and against the 
n =I  ideal kink mode (chain-dashed curve) as a function of the pressure profile peakedness p(O)/&) . Also shown 
are trajectories of three non-disrupted NCS discharges (solid curves) and a disrupted NCS discharge (dashed curve). 
The inset shows the insensitivity of the critical stable normalized beta pN for the n =1 resistive interchange mode 
(open circles) to the variation of the minimum safety factor qAn. 
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Also shown in Fig. 7 are the trajectories of two NCS H-mode discharges and two NCS 
discharges with an L-mode edge. The two H-mode discharges have broader pressure profiles 
and stay on the stable side of the resistive interchange stability boundary. They reach higher 
values of PN and do not disrupt. The two discharges with an L-mode edge have more peaked 
pressure profiles and reach lower values of PN. The L-mode discharge that crosses the resistive 
stability boundary and disrupts (dashed trajectory) is the one shown in Fig. 6.  This discharge 
appears to disrupt as it approaches the ideal stability boundary. Ideal stability analysis using 
more accurate experimentally reconstructed equilibria shows that the critical PN is 1 &20% 
above the experimental value. 

The other L-mode discharge shown in Fig. 7 experiences a series of n = 1 MHD bursts as it 
approaches the resistive interchange stability boundary. This is illustrated in Fig. 8. These 
oscillations are localized around the inner q = 3 surface as indicated by the frequency of the 
MHD bursts and the sawtooth-like behavior seen on the MSE signals. At the MHD burst, the 
field pitch from the MSE channel at q > 3 drops, and the field pitch from the MSE channel at q < 
3 increases. These responses are mostly observed in the MSE channels around the inner q = 3 
surface. These results indicate an inversion and localization of the mode at the q = 3 surface. 
SXR analysis also indicates that the oscillations extend over a narrow region around the q = 3 
surface. As shown in Fig. 8, these bursts lead to reduction in both rotational shear and negative 
magnetic shear. 

These stability calculations and experimental observations suggest that the resistive 
interchange interchange modes are likely responsible for the MHD bursts and may participate in 
the global termination events. Because of their localized nature they are unlikely to cause a 
disruption directly but may contribute to destabilization of global modes through modification of 
rotational and magnetic shear profiles. 
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FIG. 8. Time traces of Mirnov signals dBe/dt, plasma rotation frequency in kHz, Q, and the 
magnetic field line pitch angles from the Motional Stark Effect (MSE) diagnostic showing bursts 
of MHD activity localized near the inner q = 3 surface which lead to reduction of rotational and 
magnetic shears. 
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IV. WNS DISCHARGES 

In the DIII-D NCS experiments, a new class of discharges which have a broad region of 
weak or slightly negative magnetic shear has also been developed. L-mode NCS discharges 
terminate with a hard disruption as a consequence of excessive peaking of the pressure profile. 
The high performance phase of many ELM-free H-mode NCS discharges terminates with a fast 
growing MHD event initiated near the edge as a consequence of excessive pressure gradient and 
current density near the edge. WNS discharges are produced by optimizing the beam injection 
phase to reduce the build-up of current near the edge region while still allowing a q profile with a 
broad region of weak or negative magnetic shear (WNS) to develop. WNS discharges are 
characterized by broader pressure profile with p(O)/(p) - 3. These discharges have good 
confinement, high fusion reactivity, large fraction of bootstrap current, but higher p values than 
NCS discharges. 

The temporal evolution of a WNS discharge is given in Fig. 9. Unlike the NCS discharges 
shown in Fig. 1 which have very early beam injection during the current ramp up phase, the 
beam injection phase of the WNS discharge starts after the current flat-tops. As shown in Fig. 9, 
this beam timing results in a q profile with a broad region of weak or slightly negative magnetic 
shear around p - 0.6 but positive shear near the magnetic axis. Within the uncertainty of the 
measurement, the magnetic shear around p - 0.6 is weak or slightly negative (WNS). This 
discharge reaches values of PN > 4.5 and H >  3.5, which are among the highest values achieved 
by an H- or a VH-mode discharge in DIII-D. It also has a high fraction -80% of non- 
inductively driven current. The onset of edge localized modes (ELMS) near time t = 2.1 s leads 
to oscillations of PN and H rather than immediate collapses to lower levels as is usually observed 
in VH-mode discharges. The discharge shows strong evidence of wall stabilization. Ideal 
stability analysis shows that it is strongly unstable to the ideal n = 1 mode without a conducting 
wall and stable with a wall at the DIII-D vessel. As shown in Fig. 10, WNS discharges have a 
wider region of second ballooning stability access than the usual VH-mode discharges due to the 
broad region of weak or slightly negative magnetic shear.21922 The stability boundary is 
evaluated using the CAMINO code.23 
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FIG. 9. Temporal evolution of WNS discharge 84713. (a) Plasma current Ip and injected 
neutral beam power, PNB. (b) Energy confinement time normalized with respect to the 
L-mode ITER-89P scaling 'CE/'CITER-~~P and normalized beta PN (76-m-T/MA). 
(c) Electron density ne and D, radiation. The q profile at the peaked fi time t = 2.08 s is 
compared to that of a NCS discharge and a usual VH-mode discharge. Also shown are 
the equilibrium flux surfaces at t = 2.08 s. 

In the central region of the WNS discharge P - 0.3, the strong positive shear pushes the 
plasma back into the first ballooning stability regime. This reduces the peakedness of the 
pressure profiles in WNS discharges and may contribute to the higher performance of WNS 
discharges comparing with NCS discharges. 
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FIG. 10. Comparison of the ideal ballooning stability boundaries of WNS discharge 84713 and a 
usual VH-mode discharge. a and YN are the normalized pressure gradient and the normalized 
poloidal flux. The shaded regions are the unstable areas. The experimental profiles are shown as 
solid curves. 

In Fig. 11, the ion thermal diffusivity of this WNS discharge near the peaked p time is 
compared to that of the NCS discharge at the H-mode time shown in Fig. 3. The WNS 
discharge has a smaller value of Xi in the region 0.5 < p < 0.8 but a larger value in the core. In 
the region 0.5 < p < 0.8, Xi for the WNS discharge is near the neoclassical value. Simulations 
have indicated that the reduction of transport in this region is beneficial for good bootstrap 
alignment in high a high performance discharges. 
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FIG. 1 1 .  Comparison of ion thermal diffusivity of WNS discharge 
84713 at the H-mode time 2.1 s (solid circles) against that of NCS 
discharge 84736 at the H-mode time 1.4 s (open circles). The standard 
neoclassical ion thermal diffusivity xneo is shown in solid curve. 
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V. SUMMARY 

Increasing the magnitude of negative central magnetic shear contributes to the formation of 
the core transport barrier often observed in the NCS discharges. Stabilization effect on the 
toroidal drift mode (trapped-electron-Ti mode) by the negative magnetic shear alone is not 
sufficient to explain this formation. Comparison of the Doppler shift shear rate to the growth 
rate of the qi mode suggests that the large core ExB flow shear can stabilize this mode and 
broaden the region of reduced core transport . The reduction of fluctuation amplitude in the 
region of reduced transport is consistent with E d  flow shear stabilization of turbulence. 

The reduced core transport inside the negative shear region can lead to NCS discharges 
with very peaked pressure profiles. Ideal and resistive stability analysis indicate the performance 
of NCS discharges with strongly peaked pressure profiles is limited by the resistive interchange 
mode to low PN I 2.3 when p(O)/(p) 2 4.5, consistent with experimental observations. This 
mode is insensitive to the details of the rotational and the magnetic shear profiles. Improved 
current and pressure profile controls are needed for avoidance of low n instabilities to make full 
use of the enhanced core confinement. 

A new class of discharges have been developed which offers the possibility of enhanced 
stability and improved boostrap current alignment for steady-state operation, while still 
maintaining good confinement and high performance. These have a broad region of weak or 
slightly negative magnetic shear (WNS). PN - 5 has been achieved in these discharges. 
Transport is greatly reduced in the mid-radius 0.5 < p < 0.8 to near neoclassical values. 
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